
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN OUTBACK TO THE SEA 4 DAY ADVENTURE

Outback to the

Sea 4 Days

Enjoy private air travel with your group on board our luxurious aircraft.  Indulge in a very

personal experience of discovering the best of the South Australian Outback staying in the

heart of the Australian bush at Kangaluna Safari Camp.  Listen to stories around the campfire,

share delicious meals, be amazed by the wildlife around you.  Marvel at the spectacular Lake

Gairdner.  Listen to the stillness of the real Australia. Swim with dolphins and experience

playing face to face with agile and friendly Australian Sea Lions as we wade in protected shallow

lagoons.

 

This 4 day (3 night) tour will definitely be one to remember.  



PRIVATE AIR TRAVEL

Welcome to Airtours & Platinum

Aircraft Charter - owned and

operated by professional and

passionate people immersing you in

the experience of Australia in ways

you might never have imagined.  

 

An Outback adventure with

Airtours is an experience like no

other. 

 

 Flying in your private aircraft, with

a small group of like minded people

and straight to destinations takes

the hassle out of travelling, creates

more time to enjoy experiences on

the ground all whilst enjoying your

very own scenic flights along the

way.   

 

Safe for independent travellers and

couples alike, our whole team looks

forward to sharing our tailor made,

South Australian and Australia wide

air touring options with you.

 

 

DAY ONE
Arrive at the Airtours & Platinum Aircraft Charter private passenger lounge by

0730 to meet your fellow guests and Airtours team.  There is time for a real

coffee before walking straight out to your turboprop aircraft for the short

flight across the ocean to land at Port Lincoln. 

 

First we visit a colony of wild koalas at Mikkira Station near Port Lincoln before

travelling through farming land to Wudinna, population 600, stopping for

lunch along the way. We will pass Wudinna Rock as we travel into the outback

to Kangaluna Camp. After a rest at Kangaluna there is an afternoon tour to

begin our wildlife experience, the outback animals thrive in this environment.

We expect to see three species of kangaroos as well as emus and many birds,

returning to Kangaluna after sunset drinks at Kolay Mirica Rocks (organ pipe

formations).

 

Overnight at Kangaluna Camp

Jobs fill your

pocket, adventures

fill your soul

AUSTRALIAN SEA LIONS

The Australian sea lion is a

pinniped, most closely related to

other species of sea lions and fur

seals making up the family

Otariidae. These mammals use

their flippers to propel themselves

in water and can walk on land with

their flippers. Australian sea lions

share distinct features with other

sea lions. These include short fur,

short flippers and a bulky body. 



DAY TWO
Visit an ochre pit on the morning drive to spectacular Lake Gairdner, which is

like a piece of Antarctica, with its glistening white salt pan set in the red

landscape. Here you can walk on the surface of the lake and look north to see

the endless white plain and the striking red surrounds and islands. 

 

The red dunes along the lake yield many animal tracks, flowers in spring,

interesting vegetation and birds. Photo opportunities are endless. 

 

This afternoon you drive through a changing landscape, cigar shaped volcanic

rock formations, and lots of wildlife. You may see emus and red, western

grey and euro kangaroos as we drive through the ancient outback range to

Kangaluna Camp. 

 

Enjoy the stars with a computerized telescope after dinner.

 

Overnight at Kangaluna Camp

KANGALUNA

SAFARI CAMP

A small family business operated by

the owners Geoff and Rene along

with their dedicated staff. 

 

The Camp has a central dining room

which is mostly open sided but

closed when the weather is not so

perfect. 

 

The camp is a wonderful place to

relax, walk and observe the nature

which lives in harmony with our

presence. The open Mallee

Woodland environment is home to

many animals that still use their

original tracks through the camp,

and over a hundred species of birds

frequent the area. 

 

Recycled materials were used in the

construction and furnishing of the

campsite, giving it a tastefully rustic

look. Kangaluna Camp has been

developed by its owners from a life

time of experience on how to best

live in this environment and dry

climate. Rain water is collected from

the roofs and is the only water

source. Techniques are used for its

preservation but you still have

private showers and flushing toilets.

 

 

 

Our love is to send

you home with the

most memorable

choice of the holiday

you made in

Australia.



DAY THREE
This morning is leisurely and allows plenty of time to walk through the bush

near the camp. Later on you will walk on Lake Sturt in the Corrobinnie

Depression and see the array of colours and patterns in the bed of the old lake. 

 

This is a geological marvel, with many interesting subjects. Continuing around

the lake to Mt Sturt, taking short walks in the nature, you observe a diversity of

plants and trees. Visit amazing Pildappa wave rock en-route to an early arrival

back to Kangaluna which gives the extra chance to spot some of the 110

species of birds we have observed here and the visiting animals, or relax in the

stunning surrounds. 

 

Sunset drinks will finish the day at Sturt’s Lake.

 

Overnight at Kangaluna Camp

 

GAWLER RANGES

NATIONAL PARK

Ancient ranges, deep gullies,

seasonal waterfalls and rocky

gorges, the Gawler Ranges

National Park is a majestic, natural

wilderness waiting for you to

explore.

 

The Gawler Ranges National Park

is a special place where history,

conservation and Aboriginal

culture come together.

Proclaimed as a national park in

2002, the landscape teems with

wildlife and protects rare and

threatened plants and animals,

including crimson mallee and the

yellow-footed rock-wallaby.

 

The park is famous for the

magnificent Organ Pipes, formed

over 1500 million years ago as a

result of volcanic eruptions. You

can find equally stunning rocky

outcrops at Yandinga Falls and

Kolay Mirica Falls.

 

 

 

 

 

Traveling – it leaves

you speechless, then

turns you into a

storyteller



DAY FOUR
An early morning drive to Baird Bay we will board the boat for an

unforgettable wildlife experience. 

 

On the 5 kilometre journey to a lagoon at Jones Island near Cape Radstock (at

160 metres, it is one of the highest sheer points on the southern coast of

Australia) you can watch Bottlenose dolphins ride the bow wave of the boat,

and join these magnificent mammals in shallow water. 

 

Cross the bay to visit a resident colony of rare Australian sea lions and

experience playing face to face with these agile and friendly mammals as we

wade in protected shallow lagoons. You may very well be smooched by these

animals! After lunch on the beach we leave Baird Bay and visit Venus Bay,

Elliston and enjoy magnificent coastal scenery on the journey to Port Lincoln.

 

Meet your private aircraft for the quick flight back to Adelaide Airport where

your journey ends and your stories begin!

BAIRD BAY SEA LIONS

Alan and Patricia Payne run this

family owned business which

operates from Baird Bay, a small and

remote coastal village situated on

the West Coast of the Eyre

Peninsula in South Australia.

 

"Our amazing adventures with the

marine mammals of Baird Bay started

in 1992.On a day that was warm and

calm while fishing in Baird Bay, a

young sea lion approached our boat

full of curiosity as to what we were

and with a "fear" of just what were we

up to. We were both just as curious

as this young lion, so pulled in our

fishing lines and sat watching him.

This action consequently bought the

timid young lion even closer to our

boat and with Alan's curiosity

matching that of the lion he could

not resist the temptation to slip into

the sea and meet this young fellow in

his own element, on his terms. An

incredible friendship has formed

between "us" and "them" since this

humble beginning which seems so

long ago now.

 

We have learnt so much, with most

of it coming from the sea lions, they

are great teachers, their

communication skills are excellent.

Listen and you learn, no need for

speech, action says it all."

 

 

 

 Take only memories,

leave only footprints


